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Gluon number fluctuations with heavy

quarks at HERA *
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Abstract: We study the effect of gluon number fluctuations (Pomeron loops) on the proton structure function

at HERA. It is shown that the description of charm and bottom quarks and longitudinal structure functions

are improved, with χ2/d.o.f=0.803 (fluctuations) as compared with χ2/d.o.f=0.908 (without fluctuations),

once the gluon number fluctuations are included. We find that in the gluon number fluctuation case the heavy

quarks do not play an important role in the proton structure function as the saturation model. The successful

description of the HERA data indicates that the gluon number fluctuation could be one of the key mechanisms

to describe the proton structure function at HERA energies.
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1 Introduction

For the last three decades, there has been tremen-

dous progress in understanding the high-energy evo-

lution in QCD. The first major description of the

high-energy evolution is the Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-

Lipatov (BFKL) [1] equation that was proposed in the

leading logarithmic approximation. Further progress,

a dipole picture, which was proposed by A. H. Mueller

[2], is a factorization scheme for the scattering evo-

lution in QCD at high-energy (at small-x). It al-

lows one to describe the evolution of scattering am-

plitudes in hadronic interactions. In this picture, a

gluon can be replaced by a quark-antiquark pair, a

colorless dipole, and then the gluon-target scattering

becomes a dipole-target scattering. If one takes into

account the evolution of the dipole-proton scattering,

then the scattering amplitude of the dipole-proton is

given by Balitsky-JIMWLK [3, 4] equations in the

limit where the number of colors Nc is large.

The Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) equation [3, 5] is

a non-linear evolution equation and does not include

the effects of discreteness and, consequently, of the

fluctuations; it describes the scattering amplitude

with rapidity Y ≡ ln1/x of a dipole off a target (nu-

cleus or hadron) at high energy in the mean-field ap-

proximation. There are two well known hallmarks

of the BK equation, which are the geometric scaling

behavior of the scattering amplitude and the energy

dependence of the saturation scale. Tremendous the-

oretical progress has been achieved in recent years in

the understanding of the QCD evolution at high en-

ergies beyond the mean-field approximation, e.g., be-

yond the BK equation. It has been understood how

to include the discreteness and fluctuations of gluon

numbers (Pomeron loops) in the evolution towards

small Bjorken-x [6–9], both ignored in the Balitsky-

JIMWLK equations and also in the BK equation.

When taking into account the two elements, it leads

to violation of the geometric scaling and to correction

to the saturation scale, respectively; the evolution be-

comes a stochastic process and it needs to distinguish

between the event-by-event amplitude T (r,x), which

corresponds to an individual gluon number realiza-

tion of the evolved target dipole, and the physical

amplitude 〈T (r,Y )〉, which is obtained by averaging
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over all possible realizations of the target.

The charm and bottom structure functions were

studied based on the saturation model used by Soyze

in Ref. [10], who found that the value of the criti-

cal slope γc is a fundamental issue in the charm and

bottom structure functions. It is shown that in the

case of free γc the description of the HERA data is

improved once the charm and bottom contributions

to the proton structure function are included. It is

known that the gluon number fluctuations on top

of the saturation model can fit the proton structure

function much better than the saturation model [11].

In this paper, we study the heavy quarks (charm and

bottom) structure function by taking into account the

gluon number fluctuation (Pomeron loop) effect be-

yond the saturation model. By comparing the out-

comes which are obtained by fitting the experimental

data with the IIM (Iancu, Itakura and Munier) and

averaged IIM model [12], we conclude that the im-

provement of the description of the HERA data to-

gether with reasonable values of the parameters seems

to indicate that the gluon number fluctuations could

be one of the key mechanisms at HERA energies.

2 Mean-field approximation

In the mean-field approximation which assumes

factorization: 〈T 2〉 ≈ 〈T 〉〈T 〉, the BK equation gives

the rapidity Y -dependence of the T -matrix for a

dipole of transverse size r scattering off a target,

∂Y T (Y,ρ) =αs ∂2
ρT +αsT −αsT

2, (1)

where ρ= ln1/r2Q2
0. One of the main results follow-

ing from the BK equation is the so-called geometric

scaling behaviour of the scattering amplitude,

T (r,Y ) =T (r2Q2
s (Y )), (2)

where Qs(Y ) is the saturation momentum, which is

a characteristic scale of the gluon distribution in the

target. The T -matrix depends only on a single vari-

able r2Q2
s (Y ) instead of depending on r and Y sep-

arately, which seems well supported by HERA data

[12, 13].

Another hallmark extracted from the BK equation

is the rapidity dependence of the saturation scale,

which separates the saturated (r � 1/Qs(Y )) from

the dilute (r� 1/Qs(Y )) regime. It can be extracted

from the BK equation [14–16]

Q2
s (Y ) =Q2

0 exp

[

2αsNc

π

χ(λ0)

1−λ0

Y

]

, (3)

where χ(λ) = 2ψ(1)−ψ(λ)−ψ(1−λ), with ψ(λ) =

d lnΓ (γ)/dγ, is the eigenvalue of the Balitsky-Fadin-

Kuraev-Lipatov kernel and λ0 = 0.372.

To fit the HERA data by including the Pomeron

loop effect and heavy quarks contribution, we use

for the event-by-event amplitude the IIM model [12]

which was obtained by solving the BK equation,

T IIM(r,Y )

=























T0

(

rQs(s)

2

)2

(

λs+
ln(2/rQs(s))

κχY

)

, rQs(x)< 2

1−exp[−a ln 2brQs(x)], rQs(x)> 2.

(4)

It uses the saturation momentum the leading Y -

dependence, Qs(x) = (x0/x)
λ, in the fit of the experi-

mental data. The parameter λ controlling the energy

dependence of the saturation scale and x0, being the

value of x at Qs = 1 GeV, are free parameters. The

constant κ = χ′′(λs)/χ
′(λs) ≈ 9.9 is a leading-order

(LO) result achieved from the BK equation [14], The

factor T0 in the first line of Eq. (4) is a constant

around 0.5 for r= 1/Qs(Y ). The coefficients a and b

are obtained by the condition in Eq. (4) and its slope

is continuous at rQs = 2.

The “BK-diffusion term” in the IIM-ansatz (4),

(

rQs(s)

2

)2
ln (2/rQs(s))

κλY

= exp

[

− ln 2(4/r2Q2
s (s))

2κλY

]

,

(5)

explicitly violates the geometric scaling behavior. In

order to get a better description of the deep inelas-

tic scattering (DIS) data, this violation seems to be

required. Without it, even allowing λs to be an addi-

tional fitting parameter, it cannot obtain an accurate

description of the DIS data. For further details on the

importance of the diffusion term, refer to Ref. [12].

3 Beyond the mean-field approxima-

tion

To go beyond the mean-field approximation one

needs to take into account the effect of discreteness

and fluctuations of gluon numbers. When including

the fluctuations one has to distinguish between the

even-by-event amplitude and the averaged (physical)

amplitude. The physical amplitude, T̄ (r,Y ), is then

given by averaging over all possible gluon number re-

alizations/events, T̄ (r,Y ) = 〈T (r,Y )〉, where T (r,Y )

is the amplitude for the dipole r scattering off a par-

ticular realization of the evolved proton at Y .

The fluctuations of the saturation momentum

from event to event result from the dipole number
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fluctuations in the low dipole occupancy region, with

the dispersion increasing linearly with rapidity given

by,

σ2 = 2[〈ρ2
s 〉−〈ρs〉2] =DY, (6)

where ρs(Y ) = ln(Q2
s (Y )/Q2

0), D is the diffusion

coefficient, whose value is known only for α → 0

(asymptotic energy) [6, 17]. Since the values of D

and the exponent λ of the saturation scale, Q2
s (x) =

1 GeV2(x0/x)
λ are not known for finite energies, e.g.,

at HERA energy, in what follows we will treat them

as free parameters, and the expectation value of the

front position, 〈ρs(Y )〉, increases with rapidity as

〈ρs(Y )〉 = ln(Q2
s (Y )/Q2

0) at high energy. The proba-

bility distribution of ρs(Y ) is approximately Gaussian

[18, 19],

P (ρs)≈
1√
πσ2

exp

[

− (ρs−〈ρs〉)2

σ2

]

. (7)

Based on the relation between high-energy QCD

evolution and reaction-diffusion processes in statisti-

cal physics [20], the gluon number fluctuation effect

is taken into account by averaging over all event-by-

event amplitudes [21],

〈T (ρ−ρs(Y ))〉=

∫
dρsT (ρ−ρs(Y ))P (ρs(Y )

−〈ρs(Y )〉) = T
(

ρs(Y )−〈ρs(Y )〉√
DY

)

,

(8)

where T (ρ− ρs(Y )) is the amplitude for the dipole

scattering off a particular realization of the evolved

proton at Y .

4 Numerical results

It is shown in Ref. [11] that the gluon number fluc-

tuations improve the description of the HERA data

with respect to the IIM model which only considers

the parton saturation effect at high-energy QCD. The

saturation exponent λ is equal to 0.252 and 0.192 of

the IIM model and IIM with the Pomeron loop effects;

the values of χ2/d.o.f of the IIM model and IIM with

the pomeron loop effects are 0.983 and 0.807, respec-

tively. The improvement of χ2/d.o.f indicates that the

Pomeron loop effects possibly exit at HERA energies.

In this section we will fit the HERA data by taking

into account the Pomeron loop effects and the heavy

quarks contribution to the proton structure functions.

In the DIS the projectile and the target interact

by exchanging a virtual photon. The virtual photon

fluctuates into a quark-antiquark pair of size r, which

then interacts with the proton. The proton still car-

ries most of the total energy, while the virtual photon

has just enough energy to dissociate long before scat-

tering into a dipole, which then scatters off the gluon

fields in the proton. The cross section of the virtual

photon-proton can be written in a factorized form as

the following:

σγ
∗p

T,L (x,Q2) =

∫
d2r

∫1

0

dz|ψT,L(r,z,Q2)|2σdip(x,r),

(9)

where σT,L, ψT,L and σdip are the virtual photon-

proton cross section, the light-cone wave functions

for the photon splitting into a qq̄ pair (the “dipole”)

and the dipole-proton cross section, and Q2 and z are

the virtuality, the longitudinal momentum fraction of

the photon, respectively. The labels T and L refer to

the transverse and longitudinal parts, respectively.

Our fit includes the HERA data from the ZEUS

Collaborations for the F2 structure function within

the kinematical range x 6 0.01 and 0.045 GeV2 <

Q2 <50 GeV2 (see also [12] for more discussions on

the range). From Eq. (9), it can write the F2 struc-

ture function via the below relation [22],

F2(x,Q
2) =

Qq

4π
2αem

(σγ
∗p

T (x,Q2)+σγ
∗p

L (x,Q2)). (10)

The limit of the range of x is to ensure the formula

works well and the upper limit on Q2 has been chosen

large enough to include a large amount of “perturba-

tive” data points, but low enough to justify the use of

the BFKL dynamics, rather than the DGLAP evolu-

tion. In our fit we use the same photon wave functions

as in Refs. [23, 24], which can be calculated by QED

[25],

|ψ(f)
T (r,z,Q2)|2

= e2f
αeNc

2π
2
{[z2+(1−z)2]Q̄2

fK
2
1 (rQ̄2

f +mfK
2
0 (rQ̄f)},

|ψ(f)
L (r,z,Q2)|2 = e2f

αeNc

2π
2

4Q2z2(1−z)2K2
0 (rQ̄2

f ),

(11)

where the ef and mf denote the charge and mass of

the quark with flavor f and

Q̄2
f = z(1−z)Q2+m2

f , (12)

and three light quarks (u, d, s) with equal mass,

namely, mu= md= ms= 140 MeV and two heavy

quarks (c, b) with mass, mc=1.5 GeV and mb=

4.5 GeV, respectively. To fit the experimental data,

the Bjorken variable x should be modified by x(1+

4m2
f /Q

2). Note that the charm and bottom struc-

ture functions are easy to obtain by extracting the

contribution of the charm and bottom quarks to the
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structure function in (9), (10) and (11). Since there

is a mismatch between H1 and ZEUS with regard to

the data normalization, we have taken into account

only the ZEUS data, and also only ZEUS has data

in the low Q2 region, e.g., in the saturation region.

In order to fix the parameters, we minimize χ2 = Σi

(model (i,p1, · · · ,pn)−F2(i))
2/ (error(i))2, where the

sum goes over the data points, p1, · · · ,pn denote the

parameters to be found, F2(i) is the experimental re-

sult for the F2 structure function, and (error(i))2 is

the error of F2, which is calculated by the sum of

the systematic error squared and the statistical error

squared.

In Eq. (9) the dipole-proton cross section,

σdip = 2πR2
p 〈T (r,x)〉, (13)

where 2πR2
p is the outcome of the integration over the

impact parameter, and Rp is referred to as the radius

of the proton and is to be taken as a free normal-

ization parameter in our paper. We will use the IIM

model for the event-by-event amplitude, T (r,x), and

the physical amplitude, 〈T (r,x)〉, is obtained accord-

ing to the rules outlined in the previous section1). In

order to see the effects of gluon number fluctuations,

in σdip we will use the event-by-event amplitude and

the physical amplitude. When including the heavy

quarks contribution, in the case of T (r,x) there are

four free parameters which will be fixed by fitting the

HERA data: Rp, x0 and λ coming via the saturation

momentum Q2
s (x) =1 GeV2 (x0/x)

λ and γc (“critical

slope”) [10]. In the case of the averaged (physical)

amplitude, 〈T (r,x)〉, there is another free parameter,

the diffusion coefficient D.

The outcomes from fitting the ZEUS data includ-

ing light and heavy quarks and the effect of gluon

number fluctuations deserve further comment:

1) Both fits of the IIM model with and with-

out fluctuations seem to improve with heavy quarks.

However, the improvement is not great, as can be seen

from the comparable χ2 values for TIIM and 〈TIIM〉
in Table 1 below and Table II in Ref. [11]. Note

that the values of χ2 of the IIM model with gluon

number fluctuations are quite similar before and af-

ter inclusion of heavy quarks. It seems that in the

case of gluon number fluctuations the heavy quarks

contribution does not play a role in the description

of HERA-inclusive DIS data, as can be seen from the

comparison χ2/d.o.f of physical amplitude in Table II

in Ref. [11] with χ2/d.o.f of physical amplitude in

Table 1.

2) The value of λ becomes smaller after includ-

ing the heavy quarks and fluctuations, which is in

agreement with theoretical expectations, as can be

seen from the comparison of Eq. (3) with Eq. (6) in

Ref. [11].

3) The value of the critical exponent γc, which

is obtained from the fit of ZEUS data with heavy

quarks, seems larger than the LO values used in liter-

ature. However, it is in agreement with that from the

various renormalization-group-improved NLO BFKL

kernels [27].

4) The value of the diffusion coefficient D is size-

able, and surprisingly coincides with the values which

have been found numerically by solving the (1+1)-

dimensional toy model [28] and the Pomeron loop

equations [29] in the fixed coupling case.

5) The value of x0 in the fluctuations case is

smaller than the value in the saturation model, this is

because the fluctuations are the next-to-leading order

contribution which could make the saturation scale

less than 1 GeV at HERA energies.

Table 1. The IIM model: The parameters of the event-by-event (2 line) and of the physical (3 line) amplitude

after including the heavy quarks contribution.

model/parameters χ2 χ2/d.o.f x0 (×10−4) λ γc Rp/fm D

TIIM 138.06 0.908 0.126 0.217 0.731 0.661 0

〈TIIM〉 121.28 0.803 0.0017 0.162 0.689 0.836 0.1105

The contribution of the charm and bottom quarks

to (11) can be used directly to compute the charm

and bottom structure functions. We compare the re-

sults of our parametrization with the HERA mea-

surements [30] of the charm and bottom structure

functions. The parameterized structure functions are

naturally obtained from our formalism by only tak-

ing the charm or bottom contribution to the photon-

proton cross-section in (9). The results from our

model are plotted in Fig. 1 for charm and bottom

structure functions, respectively. In both cases, we

observe good agreement with the data. Similarly,

1) Note that in our fit we assume that the ansätze for T (r,x), which are derived/motivated based on perturbative QCD, also

work in low virtuality region, Q2 6 1GeV2. In this region non-perturbative physics [26] is involved which is only approximately

given by our ansätze.
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by taking the contribution only from the longitudinal

part of the wave function in (9), we can obtain the

longitudinal structure function. The parameterized

longitudinal structure functions are shown in Fig. 2

together with the H1 measurements [31]. Again, the

present parametrization gives a good description of

the data. Together with the outcomes of Ref. [11],

we can conclude that the gluon number fluctuations

are a key mechanism for describing the HERA data.

Finally, we note that in our fit we use only the ZEUS

data to obtain the parameters, then we use these pa-

rameters to describe both the ZEUS and H1 heavy

quarks structure functions and longitudinal structure

functions.

5 Summary and discussion

In this paper, we have shown that the descriptions

of the heavy quark structure function and longitudi-

nal structure function are improved once the gluon

number fluctuation effect and the heavy quarks con-

tribution to the proton structure function are taken

into account. The reasonable values of parameters,

like the saturation exponent λ = 0.162, the diffusion

coefficient D= 0.1105 seem to indicate that the gluon

number could be one of the key mechanisms for de-

scribing the HERA data.

The gluon number fluctuations would become

more clear at even higher collision energies as compa-

Fig. 1. The structure function versus x at different values of Q2. The up and down planes are charm and

bottom structure functions, respectively. The solid lines represent the results of averaged IIM fitting exper-

imental data and the dashed lines represent the results of IIM model fitting experimental data.
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Fig. 2. The results of our fit for the longitudinal structure functions. The solid lines represent the results of

averaged IIM fitting data and the dashed lines represent the results of IIM model fitting experimental data.

red with HERA energies. With increasing Y , accord-

ing to the BK equation, the window for the geometric

scaling behavior would increase, and the scaling vio-

lating term would become less important. On the

other hand, the small-x dynamics including gluon

number fluctuations leads to a clearer diffusive scal-

ing behavior with increasing Y [32]. The forthcoming

LHC may tell us more whether geometric or diffusive

scaling is more appropriate for the description of the

observations in the LHC energy range.
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